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Job Description

Front-end Developer.*

Corporation Pop is an award-winning digital innovation agency. We deliver strategic, thoughtful and 
innovative design and technology solutions that respond to user needs. We are well known for our work 
in immersive technologies and recently were listed by Clutch, the international and impartial review 
site, as one of the top 15 mobile app development companies in the UK. In everything we do we aim
for innovation and originality. In everything we deliver we promise reliability and effectiveness.
We value creativity and encourage experimentation. 

It is for these reasons that companies like Future PLC, Channel 4, the BBC, the NHS and Live Nation choose
to work with us to deliver exciting and often ground-breaking projects across a range of media and devices.

The role:
We are looking for an experienced Front-end Developer to join our team. You’ll be responsible for bringing 
all design work and UI components to life across both web and app platforms. You’ll work closely with 
our design and development teams throughout the development lifecycle: translating and executing   
to the highest standard ensure quality throughout.

You’ll be a pixel perfect obsessive with a natural eye for detail who will strive for perfection wherever 
possible with equal passion for both design and development. Digital Agency experience is preferred 
but not essential.

We’d love to speak to you if you have:
• at least 2 years commercial experience working as a front-end developer in both web and app development
• superb skills in translating designs to semantic and accessible markup that respond elegantly    
 across devices using CSS, HTML & JS
• an understanding of front-end frameworks
• a broad understanding of modular templating for CMS’s, in particular custom built Wordpress    
• experience working with (mainly) PHP template code

It would be great if you also have: 
• experience working on version controlled projects (git svn)
• experience getting your hands dirty prototyping proof of concepts
• experience of working with GreenSock or other animation libraries

In return we will provide:
• a great working studio environment (with roof terrace) in Manchester’s Northern Quarter
• a friendly, supportive and highly experienced team
• 35 hour flexi-time working week
• flexible ‘work anywhere’ approach
• up to 30 days holiday plus bank holidays
• ride-to-work, profit-share and referral bonus schemes

Please send your CV (with links to recent projects) and covering letter explaining why you’re right for this 
job to jobs@corporationpop.co.uk. We are keen to appoint to this position as soon as possible and will 
close applications as soon as we see a CV that excites us.

For more information about Corporation Pop go to www.corporationpop.co.uk

* dependent on experience


